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Fault analysis of Korean AC electric railway system
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Abstract

This paper presents the fault analysis of Korean AC electric railway system. The AC electric railway system is modeled by PSCAD/EMTDC
tool. This system model is composed of the Scott-transformer, the autotransformer, the running rails, the protection wires, the feeders, messenger
wires and contact wires, etc. After obtaining the models of the fundamental elements describing Korean AC electric railway system, studies for
the steady state and fault conditions are carried out. Simulation result and hand calculation for the fault analysis are compared with field data.
Finally, we acquire the specific characteristic of Korean AC electric railway system. The proposed model would be a powerful tool for designing
and planning Korean AC electric railway system.
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. Introduction

An electric railway system has a number of advantages in
erms of traffic capability, energy efficiency, operational cost
nd environmental friendliness in comparison with other trans-
ortation systems. Nonetheless, it still has matters of unexpected

ault occurrence threatening safety of passengers or electrical
nd signal equipments.

If the fault is occurred in an AC electric railway system, it
hould be quickly eliminated and distinguished for normal oper-
tion on the safe aspect. It is required to carry out a careful study
n the fault occurrence when an AC electric railway system is
esigned and planned. Therefore, it is important to model Korean
C electric railway system for fault studies. This system is com-
osed of each individual subsystem such as the power supply
etwork, the catenary system, the autotransformer, etc. So, this
aper models each individual subsystem using PSCAD/EMTDC
imulation software[1].

In order to verify the proposed model, studies for fault current
re carried out. Simulation results are compared with field data
nd hand calculations to obtain an acceptable accuracy for the

2. Korea AC electric railway system

The AC electric railway system in Korea is based on sin
phase 55/27.5 kV. AC feeding circuits supply electric tra
with the electric power through three-phase to two-phase S
transformers, feeders, contact wires and rails. Autotransfor
are installed approximately every 10 km with circuit break
which connect adjacent up and down tracks at the paralle
(PP). Substations (SS) are located about every 50 km awa
a sectioning post (SP) is between two substations. The S
circuit breakers, which enable one feeding circuit to electric
separate from the other. They may be closed, in case the
cent SS is out of service[2–4]. Fig. 1shows a typical AC electr
railway system.

Fig. 2is the representation of Korea AC electric railway s
tem made by PSCAD/EMTDC, and it includes each subsy
module.

To analyze Korean AC electric railway system for the ste
state and fault conditions, modeling for each railway syste
performed as eight-port network model that is an extensio
two-port network theory[5]. The modeling is performed for th
ntegrated model of all constituent subsystems.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +82 2 3290 3246; fax: +82 2 3290 3692.
E-mail address: gjang@korea.ac.kr (G. Jang).

power supply, the autotransformer, the catenary system. Korean
AC electric railway system is composed by the common ground-
ing system, which means rails on up/down track, protection
wires on up/down track and grounding conductors are connected
commonly. The overall conductors are reduced as equivalent five
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Fig. 1. Korean AC electric railway system.

conductors electrically. The railway system is expressed by port
network model. In this paper, Korean AC electric railway system
is modeled by eight-port representation. Eight-port representa-
tion means that the system has four input ports, four output ports
and a basic port. Namely, there are input/output port of feeder
on up/down track, input/output port of contact wire group on
up/down track, input/output port of rail group. Finally, the entire
system can be easily modeled by the combination of eight-port
representation of each component in parallel and/or series.

2.1. Power supply

As in Fig. 3, power utility, Korea Electric Power Corpora-
tion (KEPCO), supplies 154 kV with the AC electric railway
system. Scott-transformers in the substation transform 154 into
55 kV. Two pairs of single-phase power are obtained from Scott-
transformers. The turn ratios of T phase and M phase are√

3/2N1:N2 andN1:N2, respectively.
The connection diagram of a Scott-transformer appears in

Fig. 4.

2.2. Autotransformer

An autotransformer is placed between the catenary and the
adjacent feeder, and the rail is connected to the center point of
the winding. The AC electric railway system supplies 55 kV
between the contact wire and the feeder with the autotrans-
former of ratio l:l (feeder-rail:rail-contact wire) to step down the
high voltage 55–27.5 kV. Autotransformers are installed approx-
imately every 10 km along the railway. The equivalent circuit of
the autotransformer is presented inFig. 5.

The catenary system has several conductors with a complex
geometry, and the geometry is shown inFig. 6. The system con-
sists of contact wires (4, 6), messenger wires (3, 5), feeders (1,
2), rails (7–10), protection wires (11, 12) and buried earth wires
(13, 14). Droppers connect two conductors such as the contact
wire and the messenger wire. Those conductors are electrically
regarded as one conductor. This simplification is made possi-
ble by the continuous parallel connection of some conductors.
Finally, we can reduce the overall conductors to the equivalent
of five conductors[6,7].

c railw
Fig. 2. Model of Korean AC electri
 ay system made by PSCAD/EMTDC.
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Fig. 3. Power utility, transmission line and Scott-transformer.

Fig. 4. Scott-transformer.

Fig. 5. Autotransformer.

Fig. 6. Configuration of the catenary system.
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All values for self and mutual impedances are evaluated by the
Carson equations. The equivalent five conductors are calculated
by the reduction method. The reduced system is composed by
PSCAD/EMTDC.

3. Case study

3.1. Designing system

3.1.1. Power supply

• 154[kV] bus impedance of power utility

%ZS1 = 0.0875+ j1.3708 (100[MVA]Base)

%ZS2 = 0.0875+ j1.3708 (100[MVA]Base)

%ZS0 = 0.2450+ j1.9267 (100[MVA]Base)

ZS1 = 0.2075+ j3.2510[�] (154[kV], 3[�]Base)

ZS2 = 0.2075+ j3.2510[�] (154[kV], 3[�]Base)

ZS0 = 0.5810+ j4.5694[�] (154[kV], 3[�]Base)

ZS1 = 0.0132+ j0.2073[�] (27.5[kV] , 1[�]Base)

ZS2 = 0.0132+ j0.2073[�] (27.5[kV] , 1[�]Base)

3

•

3

3.1.4. Autotransformer

1000[kVA], ZAT = 0.45[Ω] (27.5[kVA]Base),

X

R
= 14 (IEEE STD 141, 1976, Page 201, Fig. 77)

ZAT = 0.0320+ j0.4488[�]

4. Steady state analysis

The Scott-transformer steps down 154 (N1) to 55 kV (N2).
Two pairs of single-phase power is obtained from the Scott-
transformer. The accuracy of the Scott-transformer model is
confirmed by voltage and angle difference of M phase and T
phase. T phase leads M phase by 90◦ as shown inFig. 7.

No-load voltages between each conductor are shown inFig. 8.
The secondary voltage of the Scott-transformer is 55 kV and

Fig. 8. Voltages between each conductor in no-load condition.
ZS0 = 0.0371+ j0.2990[�] (27.5[kV] , 1[�]Base)

.1.2. Transmission line

Cable: XLPE 400[mm2], 4.0[km]

ZT1 = (0.09127+ j0.14005)× 4.0 = 0.3651+ j0.562[�]

ZT0 = (0.11025+ j0.11857)× 4.0 = 0.441+ j0.4743[�]

%ZT1 = %ZT2 = 0.1539+ j0.237[%] (100[MVA]Base)

%ZT0 = 0.186+ j0.2[%] (100[MVA]Base)

ZT1 = 0.0233+ j0.0358[�] (27.5[kV] , 1[�]Base)

ZT0 = 0.0281+ j0.0303[�] (27.5[kV] , 1[�]Base)

.1.3. Scott-transformer

40[MVA] ,

50[MVA] ,

154[kV]

55[kV]
× 2, %Z = 10,

X

R
= 20

(IEEE STD 141, 1976, Page 201, Fig. 77)

%ZTr = 0.4993+ j9.9875[%] (15[MVA]Base)

%ZTr = 3.3286+ j66.583[%] (100[MVA]Base)

ZTr = 0.2517+ j5.0353[�] (27.5[kV] , 1[�]Base)

ZTr = 7.8942+ j157.9090[�] (154[kV], 3[�]Base)
Fig. 7. Voltage and angle difference of M phase and T phase.
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Fig. 9. Voltage and current in substation measured from field.

the secondary voltages of the autotransformer, i.e. voltages of
contact wire-to-rail (C-R), feeder-to-rail (F-R) and contact wire-
to-feeder (C-F), are 27.5, 27.5 and 55 kV, respectively.

We have observed the secondary voltage of the Scott-
transformer under no-load condition and secondary voltages of
the autotransformer.

The electric train is modeled by field voltage and current.
This model represents the moving characteristics of the electric
train that are starting, acceleration and breaking.

This load reads measured voltage and current from field and
outputs them. The voltage and current in the substation are also
measured from field. Those data are shown inFig. 9.

ubsta
Fig. 10. Voltage and current in s
 tion simulated by PSCAD/EMTDC.
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Fig. 11. Voltages between each conductor in load condition.

The results simulated by PSCAD/EMTDC are shown in
Fig. 10. It presents the same result as voltage and current mea
sured from field.

The voltages between each conductor are shown inFig. 11.
Unlike no-load condition, voltages are slightly varied by electric
train because of its power consumption and regeneration.

5. Fault analysis

5.1. 154[kV] single phase-to-ground

• Diagram

• Calculation
Zero-sequence

Positive-sequence

Negative-sequence

Z0 = 1.0220+ j5.0437[�]

Z1 = 0.5726+ j3.8130[�]

Z2 = 0.5726+ j3.8130[�]

Z0 + Z1 + Z2 = 2.1672+ j12.6730[�]

ZSF =
√

2.16722 + 12.67302 = 12.857[�]
• Fault current

Ig = 3E

Z0 + Z1 + Z2

= 3

12.857
× 154, 000√

3
= 20.746[kA]

5.2. 154[kV] three phase-to-ground

• Diagram

•

•

5

•

-

Calculation

%ZSF =
√

0.24142 + 1.60772 = 1.6257[%]

Fault current

PS = 100Pn

%ZSF
= 100× 100

1.6257
= 6.15[%]

IS1 = P3√
3V

= 6.151√
3 × 154

= 23.06[kA]

.3. 55[kV] phase-to-phase

Diagram
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• Calculation

ZSF =
√

0.28822 + 5.27842 = 5.2863[�]

• Fault current

ISF = E

ZSF
= 27, 500

5.2863
= 5.202[kA] (27.5[kV]Base)

ISF = 5.202

2
= 2.6[kA] (55[kV]Base)

5.4. 27.5[kV] single phase-to-ground

• Diagram

•

•

6
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Table 1
Comparison of fault currents for each case

Fault current

PSCAD/EMTDC
(kA)

Hand
calculation (kA)

154 kV single phase-to-ground 22.00 20.75
154 kV three phase-to-ground 23.56 23.06
55 kV phase-to-phase 3.12 2.60
27.5 kV single phase-to-ground 5.36 4.79

The simulation model is easy to use, flexible, efficient and
accurate modeling of all components. Furthermore, we simulate
various fault studies, assuming faults are occurred every 2 km.

Types of fault are listed:

• contact wire-to-rail;
• feeder-to-rail;
• contact wire-to-feeder.

The fault current measured at the fault location are shown in
Figs. 13 and 14.

F hand
c

Fig. 13. Comparison of fault currents simulated by PSCAD/EMTDC.
Calculation

ZSF =
√

0.32022 + 5.72722 = 5.736[�]

Fault current

ISF = E

ZSF
= 27, 500

5.7361
= 4.794[kA] (27.5[KV]Base)

. PSCAD/EMTDC simulation

Simulation conditions are even as Section3.1. To com-
are hand calculations with PSCAD/EMTDC simulation res
esults are shown inTable 1andFig. 12.

Results of hand calculation and simulation are almost s
he difference is because the catenary system, parallel po
ectioning post as well as substation are composed by the
inuous parallel connection in model. Because impedanc
ystem simulated by PSCAD/EMTDC are lower than thos
and calculations, fault currents in simulation are higher

hose in hand calculations.
.

ig. 12. Comparison of fault currents simulated by PSCAD/EMTDC and
alculation.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of fault currents by simulation and hand calculation accord-
ing to locations and fault types.

In case of C-F fault, fault currents are relatively lower because
the voltage level is higher than that of C-R (or F-R). As the
simulation shown inFig. 13, fault currents describe a parabola.
The impedance of the catenary system is that the characteristic
increased with describing a parabola, not a straight line. Results
of simulation and hand calculation are different as shown in
Fig. 14, because such a characteristic of impedance is consid-
ered in simulation. The fault current rises at the point that the
autotransformer is installed. The impedance gets higher at the
middle point of two autotransformers (PP-PP or PP-SP) and
lower at the autotransformer. So, the fault current rises at the

Fig. 16. Comparison of C-R fault currents simulated by PSCAD/EMTDC and
hand calculation.

point of the autotransformer (PP or SP), which is located at
10 km (or 20 km). Because the voltage level of C-F is higher
than that of C-R (or F-R). The fault current of C-F is lower,
respectively.

In real system, a C-R fault was occurred at 2.961 km as shown
in Fig. 15. The fault current was 4.68 kA. While the result of hand
calculation is 3.37 kA, the simulation result of fault current is
4.69 kA at 3 km as shown inFig. 16.
Fig. 15. Measured C
-R fault current.
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Fig. 17. Measured C-F fault current.

As shown inFig. 17, similarly, a C-R fault was occurred at
13.809 km. The fault current was 2.15 kA. While the result of
hand calculation is 0.62 kA, the simulation result of fault current
is 2.03 kA at 14 km as shown inFig. 18.

In real system, a fault is not often occurred. Results of two
cases are compared. From the results, we can observe the simula-
tion model reflects more precisely the characteristics of Korean
AC electric railway system.

F and
h

7. Conclusion

This paper presents analysis model for fault studies using
PSCAD/EMTDC. This system is composed of integrating all
constituent subsystems. To verify the proposed model, simula-
tion results are compared with hand calculations and field data.

The impedance of the catenary system has the characteristic
increased with describing a parabola, not a straight line. Hence,
the fault currents also follow a parabola. There is a difference
between hand calculation and field data, because such a charac-
teristic of impedance cannot be considered in hand calculation.
This can be a reason why the model using PSCAD/EMTDC is
needed.

From results of field data, we can observe the result of simu-
lation using PSCAD/EMTDC is more accurate than that of hand
calculation because it well reflects the characteristic of Korean
AC electric railway system.

Furthermore, the advantage of using the PSCAD/EMTDC
model is as follows:

(1) it is easy to use, flexible and efficient;
(2) accurate modeling of all components is possible;
(3) repeated simulations are possible;
(4) impedance and shunt admittances for catenary system can

be considered;
(5) train’s moving model according to the train schedules can
ig. 18. Comparison of C-F fault currents simulated by PSCAD/EMTDC

and calculation.
 be simulated.
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The proposed model would be a powerful tool for designing
and planning Korean AC electric railway system modeled by
eight-port representation, and it will be applied to perform a
more precise analysis including determination of fault types,
positions and locations.
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